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WHAT WE OFFER

Fully customizable, the digital catalogue of
Latitude 45 Artists includes full concert
experiences, professionally produced multi-
angle studio performances, educational
capsules, shorter vignette videos, livestream
performances, interactive educational
programmes, live Q&A sessions, bespoke
virtual experiences, and more. 

Contact us today to learn how we can work
with you to offer the ideal digital experience
for your concert audience.

ABOUT DIGITAL PRESENTATIONS

Digital presentations open a new world of
possibilities for encountering music and art
for your audiences. Either as a standalone
offering or complementary addition to a live
booking, digital performances combine
sound and images in innovative, entrancing
ways, and offer a new level of intimacy with
the artist and their creation. Audiences can
speak to artists directly from their living
room in a streaming Q&A or and enjoy an
up-close and personal video angle of a
musician's fingers on their instrument
during a performance. The future is live -

and online. Programme the best of both
worlds in your upcoming season.

ARTISTS

Amir Amiri              3
santur

collectif9                 4
classical string band

Cris Derksen           5
cellist/composer

Stick&Bow              6
cello and marimba

Tambuco                 7
percussion ensemble



Fully produced, multi-angle

concert videos available for
licensing with the following
formations:

The Amir Amiri Ensemble:

Persian classical masters,

bringing the sounds of
ancient Persia into a modern
context

Perséides: a santur and
double bass duo, fusing the
rhythmic propulsion of jazz
with the delicacy and poetry
of Persian santur

Educational capsules and Live Q&A

on Persian classical music,

improvisation within the Persian
classical tradition as well as in

collaboration with other improvisitory
traditions, and composition for
Persian classical instruments

Cultura Uniandes, Bogota, Colombia
(Perséides) *over 908K views
University of British Columbia

National Arts Centre of Canada "Canada
Performs" (Amir Amiri solo)

(The Amir Amiri Ensemble)

AMIR AMIRI
santur

www.latitude45arts.com/amir-amiri

RECENT DIGITAL PERFORMANCES

WATCH
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http://www.latitude45arts.com/amir-amiri
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eZmToHp8vI&ab_channel=RandyCole


Fully produced full-length "cine-

concerts" available for rental

The first film-concert in collectif9's
series, RITUÆLS is a mystical artistic
experience confronting the infinitely
large and the infinitely small, the
cosmic with the microscopic,

delicately questioning our place in the
universe and in relation to our
environment. 

The Night of the Flying Horses is the
next film-concert available for rental
from collectif9. This cine-concert
offers a panoply of musical flavors
from all over Europe: music inspired
by the Romani musicians of more
than 500 years ago, the Baroque
extravagance of François Couperin,

and classical music from the 21st
century.

Educational capsules and Live Q&A on
digital and live project development,
classical music and indie culture,

commissioning new works, and
working with filmmakers

Self-produced premiere of Rituæls

COLLECTIF9
classical string band

www.latitude45arts.com/collectif9

RECENT DIGITAL PERFORMANCES

WATCH
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"It’s therefore quite marvelous to discover something
displaying genuine mastery, created with a deep
understanding of the issues facing the audience."

Barzcablog on RITUÆLS:

http://www.latitude45arts.com/collectif9
https://vimeo.com/487964213


Livestream performances and

bespoke digital offerings

Cris Derksen braids her
classical cello training and
indigenous roots with modern
electronic sensibilities to create
truly original, compelling
sounds. An accomplished
composer, Cris works with
visual artists, dancers, and
other musicians to create
interdisciplinary works which
wow audiences worldwide.

Educational capsules and Live Q&A on
indigenous music and traditions, fusion
with popular music styles, composing

for film, and more

University of British Columbia
Tidemark Theatre
Nordwind Festival, Germany
FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre

CRIS DERKSEN
indiginous cellist &
composer

www.latitude45arts.com/cris-derksen

RECENT DIGITAL PERFORMANCES

WATCH
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http://www.latitude45arts.com/cris-derksen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nV4ls-4uGuQ&ab_channel=bigsoul1999


Fully produced, multi-angle

studio concert videos

available for licensing

Featuring an eclectic mix of new,

classical, and popular tunes,

including Latin American folk
songs, new works by Jason
Noble, and arrangements of
popular tunes and rock songs.

YOUNG AUDIENCES
Fully produced, multi-angle
concert video of BAVELA THE
CAT, an enchanting concert
presentation combing
illustrations and music to
communicate acceptance and
discovery to children of all ages.

Educational capsules and Live Q&A

on Argentinian music, Tango, unique
instrumental collaborations,

commissioning new works, and more

Baruch Performing Arts Center, NYC
McGill University
Quad Cities Arts
Montreal Bach Festival
Featured on CBC The Intro

STICK&BOW
cello and marimba

www.latitude45arts.com/stickbow

RECENT DIGITAL PERFORMANCES

WATCH
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https://www.cbc.ca/music/stick-bow-boldly-go-where-no-cello-and-marimba-have-gone-before-1.5757541?fbclid=IwAR1LCfeKDmwjZO-WJJLE5-HhwOMSm5uhRCPM-xzT2_P1Vqo6JVXj7ti6qfg
https://www.latitude45arts.com/stickbow
https://fb.watch/27Ncx0ZF75/


Fully produced, multi-angle

studio concert videos

available for licensing

The creativity of Tambuco
Percussion Ensemble knows
no limits: they use modern
and ancient percussion
instruments, and even their
own bodies, to create
infectious, joyful rhythms
that delight audiences from
children to adults.

Educational capsules and Live Q&A on
prehispanic percussion instruments,

Latin American and Mexican percussive
traditions, composing for percussion

instruments, and more

Library of Congress (Washington, DC)
Portland, OR Friends of Music

TAMBUCO
percussion ensemble

www.latitude45arts.com/tambuco

RECENT DIGITAL PERFORMANCES

WATCH
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https://www.loc.gov/item/webcast-9491/
https://www.latitude45arts.com/tambuco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wblgVitfaV4&t=511s&ab_channel=Tambuco
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